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• Human computation is defined concretely and positioned
in the context of related techniques and ideas.

• We give a set of dimensions that can be used to classify
and compare existing human computation systems.

which to understand each new system in the context of the
to help
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45systems
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large respect
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• We explain how to apply the system to identify open
opportunities for future research in human computation.

45a technique that makes use of human abilities for
old. We classify human computation systems
computation to solve problems.; [8,74]

DEFINITION OF HUMAN COMPUTATION

There have long been many interesting ways that people
work with computers, as well as ways they work with each
other through computers. This paper focuses on one of
them. Human computation is related to, but not
synonymous with terms such as collective intelligence,
crowdsourcing, and social computing, though all are
that
work together
in order to solve problems that could
Author
Keywords
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not be solved by either computers or humans
Human
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alone;
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H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g.,
the boundaries of human computation, it would be difficult
Most other papers using the term do not define it explicitly.
to design a consistently applicable classification system.
General
Keywords
~660
From
these
definitions,
taken together with the body of
Since we have no particular authority over these definitions,
work
that self-identifies as human computation, a consensus
we will defer to the primary sources wherever possible.
Theory
emerges as to what constitutes human computation:
Human Computation

In 2005, a doctoral thesis about human computation was
completed [64]. Four years later, the first annual Workshop
on Human Computation was held in Paris with participants
representing a wide range of disciplines [28]. This diversity
is important because finding appropriate and effective ways
of enabling online human participation in the computational
process will require new algorithms and solutions to tough
policy and ethical issues, as well as the same understanding
of users that we apply in other areas of HCI. Today, the
field of human computation is being advanced by
researchers
from areas
diverse
artificial
intelligence
Figure
2: asUse
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This paper presents a classification system for human
computation systems that highlights the distinctions and
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Taxonomy of
Social Computing

Today

The term human computation was used as early as
1838 [69] in philosophy and psychology literature, as well
as more recently in the context of computer science
theory [62]. However, we are most concerned with its
modern usage. Based on historical trends of its use in
computer science literature (Figure 2) as well as our
examination of citations between papers, it appears that the
modern usage was inspired by von AhnPs 2005 dissertation
titled "Human Computation" [64] and the work leading to
it. That thesis defines the term as:
45a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to
solve problems that computers cannot yet solve.;

INTRODUCTION

• The problems fit the general paradigm of computation,
Since the birth of artificial intelligence research
and as such might someday be solvable by computers.

in the
1950s, computer scientists have been trying to emulate
• The human participation is directed by the computational
human-like capabilities, such as language, visual
system or process. (This is discussed more below.)
~455 processing, and reasoning. Alan Turing wrote in 1950:
COMPARISON WITH RELATED IDEAS

[Quinn and Bederson, CHI 2011]
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What are the differences?

•
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Figure 1:

Human computation is a means of solving
Such problems are 4found only
occasionally in crowdsourcing and social computing applications.
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As this area has blossomed with an ever-expanding array of
novel applications, the need for a consistent vocabulary of
terms and distinctions has become increasingly pronounced.

explained
carry out
a human

situation: motivating enough members of the small network
to participate, and ensuring the accuracy of the generated
information. To address these problems, our work explores
mechanisms for gathering social information in a social
context. We specifically take on the challenge of personalization by building a social tagging game. The game adapts
elements of Games with A Purpose [6] and extends their
design principles using social controls. While previous
work has explored people tagging [2], broadening this
beyond the enterprise creates challenges around motivation,
tone, andSpam
accountability
detectionthat we address in our work.

at the roles
have been
of humans
ntary roles
sketch of
ntly have
21,50,53].

In this paper, we present Collabio (Collaborative Biography), a game that elicits descriptive tags for individuals
within the Facebook social network. Collabio (Figure 1),
PageRank algorithm
available at http://apps.facebook.com/collabio, elicits information that your friends know about you. This information includes your personality, expertise, artistic and musi-

g., HCI).

This paper presents a classification system for human
computation systems that highlights the distinctions and

not receive direct benefit by being active; instead, they hope
to incentivize their friends to reciprocate and tag them.

Collabio

Data Mining

rch in the
to emulate
ge, visual
1950:

this work for
hat copies are
nd that copies
py otherwise,
equires prior

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
Figure 1:
Human computation is a means of solving bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
computational problems. Such problems are found only to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
occasionally inUsers
crowdsourcing
and not
social computing
applications.
are
aware
of DM,specific
happens
inand/or
the abackground
permission
fee.
UIST,09, October 4f7, 2008, Victoria, BC, Canada.
“Uncreative” interactions Copyright
2009 ACM 978-1-60558-745-5/09/10...$10.00.
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[Bernstein et al., UIST 2009]

Figure 1. The user has guessed several tags for John Smith,
the
tags
that Tags
describe
friend
• Guess
including
band,
ohio
and vegas.
guessedyour
by JohnFs
otherbest
friends
are
hidden
by
dots
until
the
user
guesses
them.
• Points for common tags
CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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PhotoCity

PhotoCity

[Tuite et al., CHI 2011]

[Tuite et al., CHI 2011]

Task: reconstruct the geometry
of buildings from photos

• PhotoCity is a competition
between two universities
to get the better model

• Players get points for photos with new feature vectors
• Better photos have more new features
• Website guides the players with flags placed at

• “Game with a purpose”

problematic areas

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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literature review, social computing, data mining
ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI).
General Keywords

novel applications, the need for a consistent vocabulary of
terms and distinctions has become increasingly pronounced.
This paper presents a classification system for human
computation systems that highlights the distinctions and

Theory
Since the birth of artificial intelligence research in the
1950s, computer scientists have been trying to emulate
human-like capabilities, such as language, visual
processing, and reasoning. Alan Turing wrote in 1950:

[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

!The idea behind digital computers may be explained
by saying that these machines are intended to carry out
any operations which could be done by a human
computer.9 [62] [Tuite et al., CHI 2011]

PhotoCity

[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

Collabio
[Bernstein et al., UIST 2009]

Turing[s article stands as enduring evidence that the roles
of human computation and machine computation have been
intertwined since the earliest days. Even the idea of humans
and computers working together in complementary roles
was envisioned in 1960 in Licklider[s sketch of
Qman-computer symbiosisR [37]. Only recently have
researchers begun to explore this idea in earnest [21,50,53].
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.
CHI 2011, May 7b12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05....$10.00.

reCaptcha

reCaptcha

INTRODUCTION

• Prove to be human by deciphering text that OCR cannot
• 200 million CAPTCHAs are solved by humans around
the world every day
• Leverage this “processing power”!
Figure 1:
Human computation is a means of solving
computational problems. Such problems are found only
occasionally in crowdsourcing and social computing applications.

• Social computing facilitates relatively natural human
•
•

behavior mediated by technology
1403
Crowdsourcing replaces experts with undefined, usually
large groups of people
Collective intelligence: groups of individuals that are
doing things that seem intelligent

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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reCaptcha
[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

Human Computation

• Von Ahn, 2005
“... a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve
problems that computers cannot yet solve”

•

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Human as a processor for a larger (computer directed) algorithm

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Human Computation
Easy for
Computers

Easy for
Humans

• Von Ahn, 2005
“... a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve
problems that computers cannot yet solve”
CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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The original Mechanical Turk

that answers come back “within a few minutes.” [37]
Mechanical Turk has made outsourcing small paid
jobs practical [1]. Mechanical Turk has been used for a
wide variety of tasks, including gathering data for user
studies [31], labeling image data sets used in Computer
Vision research [38], and determining political sentiments in blog snippets [28]. The Amazon Remembers
feature of its iPhone application lets users take pictures of objects, and later emails similar products that
Amazon sells [2]. It is widely suspected that Amazon outsources some of these questions to Mechanical
Turk. The TurKit library enables programmers to easily employ multiple turk workers using common programming paradigms [32].

2.3. Connecting Remote Workers to Mobile Devices

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Some human-powered services provide an expectation of latency. ChaCha and KGB employees answer
questions asked via the phone or by text message in
just a few minutes [4, 8]. Other common remote services include relay services for deaf and hard of hearing people (which requires trained employees) [36], and
media real-time
computing group
the retroactive nearly
audio captioning by
dedicated workers in Scribe4Me [14]. A user study of
Scribe4Me found that participants felt waiting the required 3-5 minutes was too long because it “leaves one

In-class Exercise: Mechanical Turk
• Visit http://www.mturk.com/ click “find hits now”
• What kind of jobs are posted there?
• In what manner are they posted?
• How much are they paid?
• How much time do they take?
• What kind of jobs are missing?
14
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VizWiz: Nearly Real-time Answers to Visual Questions
[Bigham et al., 2010]

1. Blind user takes a photo with his
smartphone and formulates a
question

Stage 2
Stage 1

2. Turker has a look at the photo and
listens to question
3. Answer is transmitted back to the
phone and blind user

Outline the Wheaties

Remote Worker on
Mechanical Turk

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Figure 3. To use VizWiz::LocateIt users first take a picture of an area in which they believe the desired item is
located, and this is sent to remote workers on Mechanical
Turk who outline the item in the photograph. During this

media computing group
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the worker population (36%). Similarly, our surveys
show a fairly steady increase in the number of male
workers (Figure 2)—a population changing from one
that is 60% female to one that is more evenly split
between the genders (52% female in Nov. 2009).
Furthermore, the Turker population seems to be getting
younger—the average age has dropped slightly from
32.9 in Nov. 2008 to 31.6 in Nov. 2009, particularly as
[Ross et al., CHI
the percentage of workers 18-24 increases (Figure 3).

Who are the
Crowdworkers?

VizWiz: Nearly Real-time Answers to Visual Questions

Figure 1. Nationality of MTurk
workers over time. Countries with
more than 1% of respondents
include Canada, the U.K., and the
Philippines. We do not have
country data for Feb. 2009.

[Bigham et al., 2010]

Comparing these surveys also reveals a change in
Turker annual incomes. Ipeirotis reports a median
annual income in the $25-40,000 range, or even in the
$40-60,000 range in Nov. 2008. He also reports a
relatively small percentage of workers making less than
$10,000 or $15,000 annually (16% and 10% in Mar.
and Nov. 2008, respectively. See [10,11] for details).
In these earlier surveys, Turkers on average had
moderately-high incomes. However, in our more recent
surveys, a larger and larger portion of MTurk workers
report making less than $10,000 annually—indeed,
nearly a third of respondents in Nov. 2009 (see Figure
4). Thus over time, the number of lower-income
workers has increased, along with the number of young
workers, male workers, and Indian workers.

• Mechanical Turk was launched in 2005
• 400k registered workers in 2010
• 66k Hits this morning
• Average pay per hour: 2$
• Typical worker is well-educated, Indian or

Figure 2. Gender of MTurk
workers over time.

quicksort(a) {
if (a.length == 0) return
var pivot = a.remove(once(function () {
return Math.floor(a.length * Math.random())
}))
var left = [], right = []
for (var i = 0; i < a.length; i++) {
fork(function () {
if (vote("Which is best?",
[a[i], pivot]) == a[i]) {
right.push(a[i])
} else {
left.push(a[i])
}
})
} CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
join()
fork(function () { quicksort(left) })
fork(function () { quicksort(right) })
join()
a.set(left.concat([pivot]).concat(right))
}

// generate a description of X
// and iterate it N times
var text = ""
for (var i = 0; i < N; i++) {
// generate new text
var newText = mturk.prompt(
"Please write/improve this paragraph
describing " + X + ": " + text)

Figure 3. Age of MTurk workers
over time.

}
media computing group

Figure 5: Template for a simple iterative text improvement algorithm.

TurKit

In-class Exercise: Quality Control

work on them, but turkers may accidently fill out the form
in preview mode if they are not prevented from doing so.
TurKit also provides a mechanism for blocking specific
turkers from doing specific HITs. This is useful when an
// wants
generate
a description
X generated content
algorithm
to prevent
turkers of
who
// and iterate it N times
from voting
on that
content. This feature is implemented at
var text
= ""
the webpage
level
as a{ temporary fix until
for (var
i (in
= 0;JavaScript)
i < N; i++)
// this
generate
new text
Amazon adds
functionality
to their core API.

TurKit, as well as use cases outside our group.
// decide whether to keep it

Iterative Writing
if (vote(PWhich describes " + X + " better?",

TurKit has been[text,
used tonewText])
run many experiments
== newText) that
{ involve
text
= newText
asking one turker
to write
a paragraph with some goal. The
}
process then shows the paragraph to another person, and
}
asks them to improve it. The process also has people vote
between iterations,
so that we eliminate contributions that
Figure 5: Template for a simple iterative text imdon’t actually
improve
the paragraph. This process is run
provement
algorithm.
for some number of iterations. Figure 5 shows template
code for a simple version of this algorithm. We have run
many scripts like this to describe images (see Figure 6).
These scripts
are slightly more complicated because we
http://turkit-online.appspot.com/
need to generate a UI displaying an image.

From our iterative paragraph writing experiments [15], we
CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
have observed
that most improvements involve making the
ut the form paragraph longer (note that we limit the size to 500 characoing so. ters). Also, people tend to keep the style and formatting
introduced by earlier turkers in an iterative sequence.
ng specific

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Figure 4: A parallel quicksort in TurKit using fork
[Little et al., UIST 2010]
and join.

var newText = mturk.prompt(
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
"Please write/improve this paragraph
This section describes
applications
have
describing
" + X we
+ ":
" +explored
text) using

These changing demographics all seem to stem from
the increased global population of Turkers. Indian
workers have consistently been younger than workers
from the U.S., with an average age of around 26-28
years old (compared to 33-35 years old for U.S.
Turkers; see Table 2). Indian workers are also
substantially more likely to be male than U.S. Turkers—
while
are female,
2/3group
of
computing
18 around 2/3 of U.S. Turkers media
Indian Turkers are male. Similarly, Indian workers have
significantly lower annual incomes than U.S. workers

American, and young

// decide whether to keep it
if (vote(PWhich describes " + X + " better?",
[text, newText]) == newText) {
text = newText
}
17

2011]

Iteration 1: Lightening strike in a blue sky near a tree and a building.
Iteration 2: The image depicts a strike of fork lightening, striking a
blue sky over a silhoutted building and trees. (4/5 votes)
Iteration 3: The image depicts a strike of fork lightning, against a
blue sky with a few white clouds over a silhouetted building and
trees. (5/5 votes)
Iteration 4: The image depicts a strike of fork lightning, against a
blue sky- wonderful capture of the nature. (1/5 votes)
Iteration 5: This image shows a large white strike of lightning coming down from a blue sky with the tops of the trees and rooftop
peaking from the bottom. (3/5 votes)
Iteration 6: This image shows a large white strike of lightning coming down from a blue sky with the silhouettes of tops of the trees
and rooftop peeking from the bottom. The sky is a dark blue and
the lightening is a contrasting bright white. The lightening has
many arms of electricity coming off of it. (4/5 votes)

• 30% of open ended tasks tend to yield unusable results
• “Lazy” Workers do only the minimum amount required
• “Eager Beavers” might try to do more than your algorithm can
handle

• Exercise: In groups, come up with strategies how one can ensure
quality of the delivered work

Figure 6: Iterative text improvement of an image.
media computing
19 and seeing other people’s guesses
text
may begroup
necessary to
decipher the passage. Figure 7 shows an example transcription of an artificially blurred passage.

We can see the guesses evolve over several iterations, and

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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Soylent

Quality Control Mechanisms

[Bernstein et al., UIST 2010]

• Word processor with cloud inside
• Plug-in to MS Word with different modules

• Verify the work: Verification is often easier than the task
• Output agreement: Have multiple workers agree on answer
• Reputation: Mechanical Turk records approval rate
• Economic models: Pay more for honest workers
• Defensive task design: Is it easier to cheat than to be honest?
• Statistical filtering: Discard outliers from an expected distribution
• Multilevel review: One worker reviews the previous stage of work
CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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•
•
•

Crowdproof: spelling and grammar checking by asking Mechnical Turk workers
Shortn: asks workers to suggests ways to shorten a given text
The Human Macro: any word processing task

• Embed human computation in an everyday application
•

Wizard-of-Oz prototyping as part of running system

• Achieves complex tasks that would require expert users otherwise
• Multilevel review: Find-fix-verify pattern
• Splits task into a series of generation and review stages

media computing group
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!
Shortn
via Find-Fix-Verify
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Problems and Open Questions:

and! the! Windows! Presentation! Foundation! (WPF).! Back@
end!scripts!use!the!TurKit!Mechanical!Turk!toolkit![16].!
EVALUATION*

• Latency, real-time answers?
Our!initial!evaluation!sought!to!establish!evidence!for!Soy@
and reliability?
• Sustainability
lent’s! end@to@end! feasibility,!
as! well!
as! to! understand! the!
properties!of!the!Find@Fix@Verify!design!pattern.!!
Ethical
questions
•
Shortn*Evaluation*• Privacy

We!evaluated!Shortn!quantitatively!by!running!it!on!exam@
• Ownership
ple! texts.! Our! goal! was! to! see! how! much! Shortn! could!
• Personalization
shorten!text,!as!well!as!its!associated!cost!and!time!charac@
• Impact on the worker
teristics.!We!collected!five!examples!of!texts!that!might!be!
sent! to! Shortn,! each! between!
one! and! seven! paragraphs!
poor compensation
long.!We!chose!these!inputs!to!span!from!preliminary!drafts!
no team
interaction,
no learning
from peers
to! finished! essays! and! from!
easily!
understood!
to! dense!
technical!material!(Table!I).!

•no perception of context, pride in work

CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
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*

Figure*4.*Find@Fix@Verify*identifies*patches*in*need*of*editing,*
recruits* workers* to* fix* the* patches,* and* votes* to* approve*

To! simulate! a! real@world! deployment,! we! ran! the! algo@
rithms! with! a! timeout! enabled! and! set! to! twenty! minutes.!
We!required!6–10!workers!to!complete!the!Find!tasks!and!
24
CTHCI — Leonhard Lichtschlag
3–5!workers!to!complete!the!Fix!and!Verify!tasks:!if!a!Find!
task!failed!to!recruit!even!six!workers,!it!might!wait!indefi@
nitely.!To!be!slightly!generous!while!matching!going!rates!

[O’Neill et al., CHI 2013]
media computing group

Using Mechanical Turk for HCI Studies

Summary

• E.g. Harrison et al., 2011, Kineticons
asked users to rate meaning of the moving icon

• Mechanical Turk offers the researcher
a large user pool

• Humans can act as processor in Human Computation schemes to solve

• Quick and relatively inexpensive

algorithms that CPUs will not solve

results

•
• Insert verifiable questions before subjective questions to judge the worker’s
But workers will try to game the system

honesty (E.g., describe the animation of the icon)

[Kittur et al., 2008; Komarov et al. CHI 2013]

• Human Computation can solve simple and complex tasks
• Many options for quality control and incentives
• HCI researchers can use Mechanical Turk for their user studies or teaching

•
• Used in design classes for user evaluations

Make an dishonest answer as hard as an honest one
[Dow et al., CHI 2013]
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